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Abstract

The report would show a small part of the huge world of Machine Learning. In particular
how we can handle Neural Network with Library of Tensorflow. We provide also an implemen-
tation with python that can recognized digit handmade written using famous dataset called
MNIST.

1 Introduction
The area of machine learning is rapidly growing up. Artificial intelligent is keeping more and more
importance in research world and even if in Commercial area. The huge informatics company have
with one of first goal to improve their Sector in AI to provide at their consumers some powerful
tools to analyze data.

1.1 Tensorflow history and motivation
ML and Deep learning have been an huge impact in Computer Science area, to allow exploration
of new frontier and to push the research through incredible tools that every day a lot of people
can use.
Former project of machine learning of Google, a deep learning for internal use, was called: Dist-
Belief. Was developed in 2011 and allowed to Google to bild much more complex Neural Network
and have helped to manage the company Datacenter. It was also used to detect some concept from
YouTube video and to improve the vocal Recognition of Google more than 25%. DistDistBelief
has also trained the inception model that win the Large Scale recognition Challenge in 2014 and
allowed to do experiments in the areas of the recognition images.

Altough Distbelif had a lots of succes he had some trouble and limits. It infact was developed
and bilt only with neural network, was tricky to configure and was too much linked to the internal
structure of Google making it impossible to handle outside of the Company.
Now the new generation of Google Ml is tensorflow and was developed on purpose to cover these
misses. Tensorflow is Flexible and easy to use and more than twice faster than DistBelif. Google
Brain team was able to represents computations as stateful dataflow graphs. TensorFlow is able
to model computations on a wide variety of hardware, from consumer devices such as those pow-
ered by Android, to large-scale heterogeneous, multiple GPU systems. TensorFlow claims to be
able to, without significant alteration of code, move execution of the computationally expensive
tasks of a given graph from solely CPU to heterogeneous GPU-accelerated environments. Given
these details, it goes without saying that TensorFlow aims to bring massive parallelism and high
scalability to machine learning for all.
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2 Tensors
Very briefly, a tensor is an N-dimensional array containing the same type of data (int32, bool, etc.):
All you need to describe a tensor fully is its data type and the value of each of the N dimension.

That’s why we describe a tensor with what we call a shape: it is a list, tuple or TensorShape
of numbers containing the size of each dimension of our tensor, for example:

• for a tensor of n dimensions: (D0, D1, . . . , Dn− 1)

• a tensor of size W x H: (W,H)

• for a tensor of size W (usually called a vector): (W, )

• For a simple scalar (those are equivalent): ()or(1, )

some different type of Tensor we can we can define in the code are:

• tf.Variable

• tf.Constant

• tf.Placeholder

• tf.SparseTensor

With the exception of tf.Variable, the value of a tensor is immutable, which means that in the
context of a single execution tensors only have a single value. However, evaluating the same tensor
twice can return different values. For example that tensor can be the result of reading data from
disk, or generating a random number.

3 Graph and sessions
Everything in TensorFlow is based on creating a computational graph. We can think of a computa-
tional graph as a network of nodes, with each node known as an operation, running some function
that can be as simple as addition or subtraction to as complex as some multi variate equation.

An Operation also referred to as "op" can return zero or more tensors which can be used later
on in the graph.

Each operation can be handed a tensor,for instance, as we seen above, 2-dimensional tensor
is equivalent to a m x m matrix, so we can for example compute very easily multiplication with
matrix. All inputs needed by the "op" are run automatically. They’re typically ran in parallel.
The "session run" actually causes the execution of the operations in the graph. So we can describe
in some point the directed, acyclic graph in:

• Bottom nodes (no arrows going in) are inputs (external inputs (data) or internal inputs
(variables))

• Top nodes (no arrows going out) are outputs

• Middle nodes are functions

4 MNIST

4.1 description of the Dataset
• An immage handmade written Xs

• A corresponding label Y s. Labbels of the digits that goes from 0 to 9

• Data are divided in 3 parts: 55’000 points of training (mnist.train) 10’000 points of test
(mnist.test) and 5’000 points of convalidation (mnist.validation)
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4.2 Jupyter Notebook and implementation
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